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ABSTRACT
A novel, centimeter-scale crawling robot has been developed

to address applications in surveillance, search-and-rescue, and
planetary exploration. This places constraints on size and durability
that minimizes the mechanism. As a result, a dual-use design
employing two arms for both manipulation and locomotion was
conceived. In a complementary fashion, this paper investigates the
dual-use of visual servoing error. Visual servoing can be used by a
mobile robot for homing and tracking. But because ground-based
mobile robots are inherently planar, the control methodology
(steering) is one-dimensional. The two-dimensional nature of
image-based servoing leaves additional information content to be
used in other contexts. We explore this information in the context
of classifying terrain conditions. An outline for gait adaptation
based on this is suggested for future work.

  INTRODUCTION
The Center for Distributed Robotics at the University of

Minnesota conducts research in a variety of areas in
embodied distributed agents. Although heterogeneity is a
primary theme of the center, a common trait among its
robots is small size. The subject of this paper is one of these
small robots called the TerminatorBot. The TerminatorBot
is a mesoscale mobile manipulator that uses it arms for both
manipulation and locomotion [15]. 

This dual-use design approach was adopted to add
manipulation capabilit y to our previous Scout mobile robots
[1]. These robots have hard form-factor constraints because
they employ ballistic locomotion for initial gross
positioning. The robots are intended to be launched or
thrown to the vicinity of their targets for fast traversal with
minimal onboard power consumption. After initial
deployment, they must rely on onboard resources to position
themselves and surmount obstacles.

The addition of arms for manipulation provides the
capabilit y to precisely position payloads, manipulate the
environment for camouflage (pulling objects over itself),
surmounting obstacles in low headroom environments, and
digging into soft earth. In turn, these capabilities open up
new niche application scenarios in search-and-rescue,
surveillance, and space exploration.

This paper explores the use of visual servoing errors as
a metric for deducing terrain conditions. The motion of

tracked features in a video scene of a body-mounted camera
result from the movement of the robot (equivalent to an eye-
in-hand system). So the error vector of a feature from its goal
location on the image plane provides two degrees of
freedom. But a correctional heading for a mobile robot along
a manifold consists of only one degree of freedom.
Therefore, there is additional information available for
analysis. We use this information to crudely classify terrain
properties and eventually hope to use it to optimize
parameters of the locomotion gaits. 

  PRIOR WORK
Mobile manipulation is an area of research that has not

been extensively addressed in the robotics community.
Many have placed manipulators on mobile robots (in fact,
Nomadic Technologies had a commercial offering with a
PUMA 560 manipulator), but they have generally been
treated disjointly. Sandia, for example, has put Schilling
arms on a variety of platforms for teleoperation in hazardous
environments (e.g. [2]). Carriker et al integrated the path
planning of low-DoF subsystems, but motion operations and
design for each were treated separately [3]. Khatib has done
significant work in integrating the motion control of arms
and mobile bases through the Operational Space formulation
[4], but has not performed visual servoing (an important goal
of the TerminatorBot) nor are the mechanisms dual-use.
Brachiation robots, which use arms for locomotion by
swinging like a gibbon, have also received some study (e.g.
[5]), but current mechanisms are incapable of manipulation.

A few robots have been considered with dual use
design. SM2 and DM2 at Carnegie Mellon ([6] and [7],
respectively) and PolyPod/PolyBot at Stanford/Xerox ([8])
are notable examples. SM2 and DM2 are symmetric,
biologically inspired inch-worm-like robots with grippers at
each end. The robots are designed to walk around the outside
of the space station to perform repair and inspection tasks.
PolyPod is a modular serpentine manipulator of many
similar joint modules designed with both manipulation and
locomotion in mind. “Platonic Beasts” [9] were developed
by Pai et al with suggestions of dual-use limbs, but they were
primarily studied for their robust locomotion capabilities.
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Finally, Mason et al have developed the “Mobipulator” [ 10]
for extensive study of desktop mobile manipulation, but this
robot possesses only differential drive wheels and no limbs
for dextrous manipulation.

Visual servoing, on the other hand, has been extensively
researched in the robotics literature for tracking and control
[17][18][19][20]. Here, we use visual servoing as a tool to
extract information of interest on terrain conditions.

  TARGET APPLICATIONS
The Scout robot has reconfigurable payloads and both

rolling and hopping modes of locomotion, so it is quite
capable. Rolling is fairly power efficient and hopping
enables it to overcome obstacles, which are common for a
robot only 40 mm tall . Unfortunately, while the hopping is
required for practical mobility, it is rather time and power
inefficient due to the inefficiency of the winch mechanism.
Navigational certainty is also very low for hopping. The
distance and direction of travel is poorly known and
orientation in the plane upon landing is completely random.

Its small size and stealth are useful for military and
civilian uses. Equipped with a camera or microphone Scouts
could be used in search-and-rescue operations following
natural disasters (e.g. earthquakes) or terrorist actions (e.g.
Oklahoma City bombing). There is also potential interest
from civilian SWAT teams in hostage situations and police
standoffs. These are natural military uses, as well,
particularly in urban warfare environments that involve
civilians. Surveillance robots of this size could be carried
and deployed by warfighters, keeping the warfighters out of
the line of fir e and minimizing the risk of civilian casualties
in the “heat of the moment.” 

While the Scouts’ dual locomotion modes are necessary
to achieve many of these missions in real environments,
there are concerns they may be inadequate for particular
scenarios, hence the investigation of the TerminatorBot as an
alternate design. For example, mesoscale robots would be
most useful in search-and-rescue operations in which the
damage is too severe and constricting to send in dogs (which
arguably will be superior to robots in sensing for the near
future). But large amounts of rubble within extremely
cramped spaces may thwart both locomotion modes of the
Scouts (too much rubble to roll , too littl e headroom to hop -
see Figure 1). A crawling robot such as TerminatorBot could
fill thi s niche in which available headroom is, on average,
just a few times the rubble size.

In surveillance tasks, it is desirable for the robot to
conceal itself. The Scouts will only be able to make use of
existing open spaces such as underneath furniture. A robot
with manipulators could actually pull objects over itself,
creating its own cover and enhancing its stealth. A
miniature, telescoping pan/tilt unit has been developed to
facilitate such stealthy surveillance, too [11].

The idea of many small robots amassing a useful charge
from small , insignificant explosives has been suggested by
researchers in a number of scenarios. The main problem
with this idea is that the efficiency of explosives is highly
dependent on their placement. A bunch of mobile robots
with no abilit y to manipulate would amass a rather
inefficient bomb. Just one or two robots with the abilit y to
locomote and manipulate could carefully place the charges,
demanding many fewer trips to achieve a given objective.

Finally, in many of these scenarios, the abilit y to dig or
burrow in light soils is beneficial. This could provide
camouflage during surveillance, additional access during
search-and-rescue, and an alternate detonation means during
de-mining operations.

  LOCOMOTION GAITS AND MECHANISM DESIGN
The mechanism and design rationale that led to the

TerminatorBot, as well as example novel locomotion gaits,
are described in [15] and [16]. In brief, the robot consists of
two 3-degree-of-freedom (DoF) arms that can fully stow
inside the 75mm diameter body. The tips of the arms are
claw-shaped and allow the robot to drag itself along the
ground using a variety of gaits. 

This paper focuses on one gait: the “swimming” gait. In
this gait, the robot reaches forward with both arms, lift s the
body, and then pulls itself forward by pushing back on the
ground below (Figures 2 and 3). The swimming gait is so
named because of its similarity to two-armed swimming
strokes (the butterfly, for example). This gait is used for the

Figure 1: TerminatorBot in mock search-and-rescue 
scenario. (Robot was joint-level teleoperated for this 

photo.)
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study of cyclic, orthogonal motion errors induced in the
visual field of a body-mounted camera.

  VISUAL SERVOING
A tutorial on visual servoing can be found in [21], but

the basic idea is to fixate on a visual feature in the
environment and servo the mechanism to hold constant the
feature’s position in the image plane. In the case of
navigation, a distant goal point in the image would be fixated
and the servoing algorithm would try to keep that feature in
the center of the field of view as the robot moved toward it.
This would effectively produce a “homing” behavior (given
some simplifying assumptions such as no obstructions).

An important thing to note is that ground-based mobile
robots are effectively planar devices. They can only move on
a 2-D surface. The surface may have complex 3-dimensional
shape, but, in most situations, the navigation of the robot is
limited to steering corrections (right and left) as the robot
moves forward.

Effectively, the information to extract for the described
homing behavior is one-dimensional. It may involve a
complex transformation if the 3-D structure of the surface is
complex, but the output is fundamentally one-dimensional.
However, the image plane provides two orthogonal degrees
of freedom (three counting rotation in the plane using
multiple features). Once the servoing error is
orthogonalized, we investigate making use of the
information orthogonal to the navigational degree-of-
freedom. For our cyclic locomotion gaits, the “bounce” of
the camera orthogonal to the surface provides crude
information on terrain conditions when normalized with
respect to the gait parameters.

Our visual servoing algorithm employs sum of squared
differences (SSD) template matching to locate each feature
in every video frame within a small window of the feature’s
last location [11]. For now, features are manually selected.
The SSD feature tracker blends the best-match image patch
at each cycle with the stored feature template to
accommodate changes in lighting and the projection of the
feature.

A miniature pop-up pan/tilt camera mechanism has
been developed for image capture [11]. This allows the
camera to stow inside the body of the TerminatorBot for
ballistic deployment and then pop up outside the protective
shell for inspection or navigation. This miniature device is
shown in Figure 2. At this preliminary stage of our research,
we are not able to separate the motion of the camera from the
motion of the robot body (other than quasi-statically, as in
[11]) so we used a fixed camera strapped to the robot as
shown in Figure 3. In fact, this has important ramifications
for bounce normalization as we assume a known focus of
expansion to compensate for the robot moving toward the

features. So we fix the camera optical axis to be parallel with
the robot’s forward axis of travel.

  EXPERIMENTS
For these initial experiments we fixed the camera gaze

straight ahead, manually selected targets for tracking, and
commanded the robot to move forward using the swimming
gait in open-loop mode. Unfortunately, the MIPS-based,
onboard CPU is still under development, so the robot is
constrained by a bulky tether to a desktop PC. This severely
limits the range of motion of the robot and the length of trials
we can perform.

The camera has a 60-degree field of view, which
introduces significant perspective distortion. But the beauty

Figure 2: The miniature pan/tilt camera unit.

Figure 3: TerminatorBot crawling across rocks with 
the camera on its back
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of this approach is that it only depends on quivers of rays
emanating from the features and is not profoundly
dependent on the actual 3-D location of the feature with
respect to the camera frame. We select two features that
project onto the image plane via the pinhole camera model.
The projection of two points establishes a line segment from
which we extract orientation and the location of the centroid
(on the image plane). Again, we don’t care about the actual
z depth to the features as long as our assumption of constant
reference angle of the ray is not violated. (With features as
close as 1 meter, the assumption is violated and the impact is
noticeable, but not show-stopping.)

The motion model assumes only three degrees of
freedom: all three rotations of the camera. We ignore
translation because we are only interested in the relative
angular orientation of the camera (and therefore, the robot
body) with respect to the feature rays. (The features are
assumed fixed. Tracking multiple features and ensuring
geometrical consistency could identify errant or moving
features.)

Roll around the camera optical axis results from the
cylindrical shape of the robot. If both limbs are not touching
the supporting surface (which often happens during retract-
and-placement phases of the gait) the robot can roll around
the major axis, introducing a misalignment between the
camera frame and the plane of the surface patch beneath the
robot. (This surface patch is assumed locally planar for the
several centimeters required for a gait cycle.) Roll-induced
motion of the features is compensated by the assumption of
features (rays) fixed with respect to the supporting surface
patch.  This is shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Since we’re not yet willin g to toss the TerminatorBot
into a sandbox, we created four simulated surfaces to crawl
upon. One was a hard surface (various pieces of industrial

Figure 4: Uncompensated segment 
orientations in the image plane (many Figure 4: Uncompensated segment orientations in the 

image plane (many superimposed).

carpet over plywood), the second was foam rubber (two
different pieces tested with approximately the same
stiffness), the third was loose styrofoam packing peanuts we
hoped would simulate sand or pebbles, and, finally, we
created a bed of smooth river rock of various diameters
(around 2 - 6 cm). We have only run a few gait cycles across
each surface to-date, but representative samples of the
decoupled “gait bounce” for three of the surfaces appear in
Figure 6. 

The downward drift of the above plots is due to
perspective distortion. Some features were as close as 1
meter away so the constant ray assumption was violated to a

Figure 5: Roll-compensated segments 
corresponding to the above.

Figure 6: Decoupled gait bounce, indicating firmness of 
surface below.

Hard

Peanuts

Foam
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small degree. Since the features were all above the robot as
it approached, it appears as if the camera is tilti ng
increasingly downward. We crudely compensate for this by
fitting a line to the data and subtracting out the slope. But for
features near the robot this linear assumption is inaccurate.

The results of the peanuts seem somewhat surprising.
The lif t angle starts in the opposite direction. This general
trend was repeatable and, upon investigation, appears to be
caused by the TerminatorBot “digging itself in” as it begins
to move its arms. The reason is that, without onboard CPU
and batteries, the robot is front-heavy. Movement of the
arms forward exacerbates the problem as well as jostling the
peanuts which shift, allowing the front of the robot to sink
deeper. It then jostles to tilt angles just as high as on the hard
surface. This is due to the pivot point in the back sinking in
as the peanuts move out from under it. The claws are also
able to grasp the peanuts themselves to get reasonable
traction. The conclusion is that packing peanuts are not a
good simulation of sand. Furthermore, we think
proprioceptive sensing of joint torques wil l help in the
interpretation of these conditions since much of the
movement appears to be due to motion of the surrounding
surface.

To classify the terrain we perform an FFT (fast Fourier
transform) on each gait cycle individually and compare it to
representative FFT vectors for each terrain type. (Since we
command the gait cycle, the beginning of each gait cycle is
known.) These representative FFT vectors are just averages
of several examples over each surface. After gathering 18
gait cycles and training on 10 randomly selected samples
(ensuring at least 2 samples from each class), the remaining
8 samples were classified according to Table 1.

Considering these values are on a single gait cycle (one
“step”), the accuracy is pretty good. Although there are not
enough datapoints for any statistical conclusions, they were
gathered over many days, so they hold some promise. Also,
our goal is to use this information over several gait cycles to
develop a better picture of the terrain, but our current tether
prevents extensive excursions. We have completed a design
revision to the initial TerminatorBot prototype and are
building the second generation now with greater on-board
computation.

Table 1: Gait Cycle Classification

Surface
Correctly 
Classified

Total 
Samples

Percent 
Correct

hard carpet 3 3 100%

foam 1 2 50%

peanuts 1 1 100%

rocks 1 2 50%

Because we assume we know the focus of expansion of
the visual scene (it is assumed to be at the center of the image
plane), scale distortion can be introduced if the optical axis
is not aligned with the axis of travel. However, the FFT
extracts the shape of the waveform (through its frequency
components) and is not affected by magnitude. We only
examine the first 6 elements of the FFT result and normalize
this vector to unit magnitude, effectively zeroing high-
frequency noise.

  GAIT ADAPTATION
The focus of our adaptation studies is to develop

intelligent agents that can detect changes in the performance
of the locomotion gaits (and, eventually, manipulation
“gaits”) and hypothesize-and-test modifications to improve
performance. The agents will learn their own metrics of
performance and how to tune them.

Our implementation of gait adaptation is based on the
Port-Based Adaptable Agent Architecture (PB3A) from
Carnegie Mellon University [12]. A Port-Based Agent
(PBA) consists of a collection of Port-Based Modules
(PBM) which are essentially port automata (much like the
Port-Based Objects of the Chimera real-time operating
system [13]). The architecture provides a standard wrapper
supporting periodic and aperiodic execution,
intercommunication, parametrization, and graphical display
of PBMs.

The approach we are taking to implement a gait agent is
to implement a series of underlying gait primitives as PBMs.
These gait primitives will incl ude tracking a joint-space
trajectory segment, tracking a world-space trajectory
segment, a guarded move, etc. A gait, then, will actually be
a cyclic trajectory through the primitive space and a gait
agent will maintain this cyclic behavior with appropriate
additional PBMs for tuning the parameters of the primitives
and measuring performance.

In many ways this resembles work on central pattern
generators (CPG) [14], which are rhythmic, low-motor
behaviors found in biological systems. But CPGs are cyclic
open-loop actuation commands. The “CPG” in our gait
agents would cycle through primitive space, not actuation
potential space. This allows incorporation of both open-loop
and closed-loop primitives at different stages of the cycle.
Eventually, we hope this will allow the smooth transition
from intensive closed-loop monitoring of a gait to
predominantly open-loop control of a gait as the learning
progresses. This phenomenon is generally observed in
biological systems as an entity becomes more “skilled.”

  SUMMARY
The TerminatorBot is a mesoscale mobile robot that

employs dual-use limbs for both locomotion and
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manipulation to conserve space and functionality in a highly
resource-constrained application. We feel it is suitable for
reconnaissance, search-and-rescue, and planetary
exploration applications.

We briefly described the mechanism, including a
miniature pan/tilt camera mounting and an application of
orthogonal decoupling of visual servoing errors. While we
did not present results of visual servoing for navigation, that
is the primary motivation for visual servoing on this
platform. However, this paper explored a novel look at a by-
product of the visual servoing that can be used to estimate
terrain conditions for adaptation of the cyclic gaits. We
found the use of the orthogonal tracking error could result in
discriminating between different terrain samples given our
preliminary data, but further study is required to draw
meaningful conclusions.

The ultimate goal of this research is to develop self-
adaptive software agents that intelligently manage gait
behavior, analyzing changes in terrain conditions and
adapting gaits to accommodate. While only a rough outline
was presented of preliminary work that is still underway, we
hope to minimize pre-compiled strategies in favor of self-
developed tuning and measurement rules developed largely
by learning from human demonstration.
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